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‘AI and Emotion’
by Musafir

Humans think about many things in parallel while
communicating with each
other. We think of past,
present and future
together. We also try to
judge other person’s’
motives. We may have
hidden agendas. This is not
possible to achieve through
limited vocabulary and
grammar used in AI. Unlike
machines, human
communication is not linear. Emotion cannot be fully
expressed through very limited vocabulary and
grammar in any language.

We don’t know what the future holds. Scientists are
attempting to add emotion to AI language. I do not
believe that we can get rid of emotions completely
from our exchanges. It remains to be seen how AI
would change human-to-human emotional
interactions. But I also know that anything is
possible. Just thinking!
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Why is it important to interject emotions into our
communication? If all of our actions were based on
logic and rational thinking, then there would be no
need for emotional spin. Fortunately or
unfortunately, an overwhelmingly large percentage
of our decisions are based on emotions. This is a part
of human nature. I don’t know if society would
become more effective or turn into a cold robotic
place if all actions were indeed well thought-out and
based on solid reasoning.
We, humans are already failing to communicate
properly causing tension and war between our loved
ones, communities, regions and countries. If AI can
help to clearly transmit our true messages, more
power to it.
Texting has several advantages: it allows one to relay
the bare minimum of needed information without

wasting one’s time in exchanging pleasantries and
discussing a whole array of irrelevant issues. It also
allows avoidance of conversation with certain
people. One can send numeric information such as
numbers, address, price of a certain item and time
for a meeting without having the other party write it
down. One does not have to face emotional
reactions from the other
party based on the
information transmitted.
This is adequate for
exchange of information,
but we don’t live by
information alone. We
need love, compassion,
encouragement, apathy
and other human
emotions. These things can
only be achieved through change in pitch,
modulation and sincerity.
This last aspect is also the downside of texting. In
fact, the very reason we want to even talk is to share
our emotions. It is interesting to note that an entire
array of “emojis” that one can attach to an e-mail or
text in an attempt to convey emotions is emerging.
However, it is obvious that a finite number of these
cute symbols would be inadequate to express all of
our emotions. How do you distinguish between love
and enchantment for example?
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Texting seems to be replacing direct human
interaction and personal warmth. Human
communication is not about exchange of
information alone. We also exchange our emotions
with each other. That’s what distinguishes us from
machines.

The Think Club

“Put All the Preachers and Fanatics to Real Work”
by ‘Musafir’
I am tired of egoists, demagogues and hypocrites
claiming religious superiority, interpreting religion to
suit their intentions and mobilizing their followers to
fight for their beliefs. My question to those
preachers, zealots
and fanatics is,
“What have you
done for humanity
today?”
Don’t preach me
religion; don’t claim
being ‘holier than
thou.’ Just do
something to
advance the lives of
us homo-sapiens.
Just do it and move
on!
Go to the paddy fields instead and grow food to feed
us. Become a construction worker and earn an
honest living. Can’t do that? You are useless burden
on society - a parasite sucking blood and infecting
the masses with abomination and pungent cynicism.
Who gave these preachers and fanatics the right that
they have the final word and we are not supposed to
ever wonder or doubt them? I see them on busy
intersections; I find them near parking garages
yelling at people who are waiting for the crosswalk
signal to say “walk.” It’s annoying to watch them
screaming at passersby.
I find them in people’s houses performing illusionary
miracles. I watch them on television programs
running around the pulpit and curing the sick who, in
reality, are paid actors who dance on their tunes.
Together they put on a false appearance of religion –
a shamming to believe what they are not.

Now they can preach and mulct people from the
comfort of their own mansions without any
compunction. Even the Pope is an actor nothing
more than a superstar on the world stage.
For them, religion is
business and the
business is
booming. Untaxed
land, untaxed
contributions and
business profits are
making them rich.
It's no wonder
religion is the
biggest non-profit
business all over
the world. But what
do they do with all
that money? We forget that these are men and
women just like us, and even those who stand on
the pulpit can have greed and lust in their hearts.
We often hear about the scandals surrounding those
holy men and women almost every day. Many of
them are involved in drugs, sex, and all the other
sins they advise us to refrain from.
It’s time we put them to some real work. Send them
one-way to Mars. We need to know what effect
humans will have living in those circumstances. If
they are so pious and eager to save us, make them
guinea pigs for all new drugs and medical
experiments. Ask them to give bath to homeless
people and clean their feces on the streets of San
Francisco. Send them to Afghanistan and other war
zones to tame the enemies with their preaching.
Somehow, get them out of my hair and from my life
cuz I can’t tolerate them anymore.
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These Satanic hypocrites have gotten much worse
with their exposure to the Internet and social media.

The Think Club

By Musafir

Before I could gasp, Chirkut
interrupted, “Yes, I was because our
gold-plated silverware was being
polished at the time.”
“And what do you do? Are you a
doctor?” Clueless turned to me.

“Wow! What did
you invent?
“You see that little
hologram of a dove
on your credit card?
That’s mine.” The
clueless stood there
with he r mouth open. I didn’t want
to cause pain in her orbicularis
muscles, so I offered her another
drink. She started licking on olive like
a lollipop.
I wondered how Chirkut managed to
live on road less travelled from the
road still under construction in such a
short time. Chirkut suddenly pressed
a button and the curtains
automatically opened to a panoramic
view of Jacuzzi. “It’s so private that I
can stand on my front porch and
shoot and nobody will be killed.”
Clearing her throat, Clueless choked
on her olive and asked me, “Are all
Indians bright and smart like you
guys?” she asked me.
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The party was in full swing in
Chirkut’s mansion. Chirkut’s new
girlfriend who appeared clueless
asked me, “Are you also from
maharaja family in India like Chirkut?
Do all Indians get born with silver
spoons in their mouth?”

“No, actually I am an inventor,” I
replied in disgust waving my hand
over my forehead.
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I remember when Chirkut used live in
the back seat of his heap, an old Ford
Pinto. Those were the days when he
wanted to bring
peace to the world.
Now he lives in
Wyndemere Estate.
His new
neighborhood is
one of those high
security gated
communities. The guard wanted to
strip search me before letting me in
frowning at my old Chevy.

“Of course! You can find millions with
Chirkut’s IQ back in the old country.”
Suddenly, a middle aged Indian
woman walked up to Chirkut covered
with gold from head to toe – a
walking Fort Knox. Everyone called
her aunty.

Suddenly Nandita walked in with her
two year old son. She came directly
to aunty and touched her feet lifting
aunty’s sari (Indian skirt).

“Beta (son), it’s so nice to see you still
maintaining our Indian culture and
exposing our values to these
Americans,” aunty
hugged Chirkut
almost throwing
him on the floor.

“He got a seat in the best private
school. You know, the tuition alone is
50 thousand dollars per year. The
other similar
schools were a bit
cheaper, but we
wanted only the
best for our little
boy. He’s so special.
He’s so intelligent. Come on, son say
some rhymes.”

“And you know Kuntu got married to
this brilliant guy from Silicon Valley. I
have a grandson now who just turned
four. We have planned a big
celebration. Her in-laws gave him a
gold chain as a present. They just
keep doing this. On his first birthday,
they gifted a bike, second birthday a
plot of land….blah…blah..blah,” she
continued.
“I hope they don’t live long enough to
run out of options,” I commented.

“You are so smart. You should start
preparing for spelling bee right
away,” aunty complimented.
Glancing one last time over them,
soon I made a screeching sound as I
wanted to burn rubber down to my
modest abode.
Next week I watched on TV that
Chirkut was arrested for healthcare
fraud writing two million
prescriptions for painkiller pills. My
curiosity was over.
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Chintu is doing engineering. His
college is so good that he will be
placed at a very big company. He has
a potential to earn like you”

That “so special” boy began to recite
“Ba ba, black sheep”, while his
adoring mother and aunty react like
he won Nobel Prize.
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“How are Chintu
and Kuntu? I
haven’t seen them since years
together. We haven’t even conversed
with them on the phone for a very
long time,” asked Chirkut.

“Oh beti (daughter) Nandita, how are
you doing and what is your son going
to be when he grows up?”

Perspective
By Musafir

I studied lives of some of the greatest icons
of our time and was amazed at their goal
setting, dedication and training that made
them excel in their chosen fields. We only
look at the glamor, wealth and fame that
comes with the territory. We also need to

Mohammad Ali was
the greatest boxer of
our time. We know
him as someone who
was famous; was a
champion and a
showman. Casual
observers of boxing
might not realize this,
but fights aren’t
always won in the
ring. More often, they
are won in the gym,
where creaking bag
stands, rhythmic taps
of the jump-rope and
crashes of leather on
skin are
requirements long
before the final bell
on fight night.
Muhammad Ali knew
this and acted on it.
“I hated every minute of training, but I said,
‘Don’t quit.’ Suffer now and live the rest of
your life as a champion,” said Mohammad
Ali. Any successful person can tell you,
talent gets you nowhere fast unless you’re
prepared to put in the work to nurture it.
Beethoven rose at daybreak, no matter
what season, and went at once to his worktable. There he worked until two or three
o’clock, when he took his midday meal. In
the interim he usually ran out into the open
two or three times, where he also “worked
while walking”. They never varied with the
seasons and neither cold nor heat were
noticed.
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I didn’t realize that
those who become
famous in any field
work towards their
goals with
exceptional
resilience; face
rejections and
disappointments but never quit. Malcolm
Gladwell in his book Outlier mentions that it
needs at least 10,000 hours of practice to
master any skill. The athletes, musicians,
politicians and all famous people do that. I
realized very late that I neither had a clear
goal nor the dedication and concentration to
do what famous people do. I felt that I was a
failure because I was not famous and, thus,
considered myself irrelevant.

know about the
grueling routine and
rigid discipline they
maintain.
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When growing up, I
wanted to be
important and
famous. Many a time
I’d fantasize
becoming the prime
minister of India with
millions of followers
admiring me. I
fancied to be like
other important
people with great
prowess. In my late
youth and middle
age, when the reality
set in, I regretted and
brooded over not
being famous and
important.

According to him, “the only reward of going
through the process of work is more work.
While there is a notion in our culture that
sees work as something to be done until
you don’t need to do it anymore, the truth is
that, if you truly respect and value whatever
your work is, the real benefit of working is
actually the ability to continue to do more of
it.”
Narendra Modi was the most effective chief
minister of Gujrat and is the prime minister
of India. He worked towards this goal
relentlessly from his youth. He was drawn to
politics in his early teens. During the 1960’s
India-Pakistan war, even though he was
only a young boy, he volunteered to serve
soldiers traveling through railway stations.
As a youth, he became a member of
student body involved in anti-corruption.
After working in trenches, he was
nominated as a representative in the BJP

As I turn 72, I feel that the notion of
irrelevance or unimportance is actually a
state of mind that stops us from
appreciating ourselves. We should learn
from the lives of important and famous
people without envying them. At the same
time we should occasionally take an
account of successes we have achieved in
our own lives. It is very vital for us to create
a permanent source of importance for
ourselves. Such permanent importance can
come only by continual investment in our
relationships and in the development of
uplifting qualities in our personality which
eventually lead us to the growth of our
eternal consciousness.
Recently I have mended many broken
relationships. This is something that is I am
proud of. In fact, the real sense of
importance and relevance comes from
helping the helpless and earning their
admiration and gratitude. Heartfelt
appreciation and admiration from the people
around us is the real intoxicant or
aphrodisiac. However, helping others with a
selfish motive is said to be spiritually
degrading. Lord Krishna in the Gita says
that we should indulge in duties without any
expectation, but I am not perfect yet. That
gives me something to look forward to.
I have achieved the greatest gift of life by
shedding old grudges and forgiving others. I
enjoy spending more time with my relatives
and friends, learning new things, upgrading
my skills and enjoying others despite their
imperfectness. Instead of crying over spilt
milk I spend quality time in rediscovering
myself to enjoy the present moment in the
divine company of my friends, colleagues
and family members. This uplifts me
spiritually to the next world or dimension
when I finally expire. As John Milton said in
his sonnet, On His Blindness, “They also
serve who only stand and wait.”
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The name Walt Disney is now synonymous
with iconic film characters and the worldfamous theme parks that bear his name, but
in the early days, he was just a man with an
artistic itch. He wanted to show the world
what happens when you mix elements of
fantasy with reality. His goal was always to
mold the impossible in with the possible,
and he defined his progress more by how
each individual felt and reacted to his
creations than by general perception.
Between 1931 and 1968, Disney was
nominated for 59 Academy Awards, winning
22 of them. That’s the second most
nominations out of anybody else and the
most wins ever.

(the present ruling party of India). Narendra
Modi has come from a humble background.
He has a reputation of being a workaholic
and introvert.
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Beethoven was a sick kid to his dying day.
Throughout his life he would suffer from
deafness, colitis, rheumatism, rheumatic
fever, typhus, skin disorders, abscesses,
and a variety of infections, inflammatory
degeneration of the arteries, jaundice,
chronic hepatitis, and cirrhosis of the liver.
Despite his limitations, Beethoven always
worked hard to ensure a comfortable living
by giving piano lessons, writing work
commissioned by wealthy Viennese
residents, and, of course, working on his
own music.

I have lived in the States for almost
45 years of my life. I enjoy the
Christmas season, the festivity, lights,
decors and the beauty and glamor of
the season. But nothing feels like
Christmas on Park Street in Calcutta
(now Kolkata). As they say, ““You can
go other places, all right - you can live
on the other side of the world, but
you can't ever leave home”

warm, fuzzy festivity. Park Street had
a major concentration of the AngloIndian community. Many of them
have migrated to Australia and UK,
that’s what I hear. One of them was
my friends in engineering school. We
called him James. He asked me to
accompany him to Calcutta during
the Christmas. The year was 1963. I
had just turned 17. James’ family
lived on Free School Street (the hub
of Anglo-Indians) which connected to
Park Street.

Occurring at the peak of the city’s
mild winter, Christmas is celebrated
throughout the city of Calcutta (for
me, Kolkata will always be Calcutta),
but Park Street, in the middle of all
this, becomes the hotbed of the

Park Street was full of glamor, the
remaining glory of British culture and
romance not far from St. Paul’s
Cathedral and the South Park Street
Cemetery, famous tourist attractions,
among many. Park Street had an
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“The past is a candle at great
distance: too close to let you quit, too
far to comfort you.” ― Amy Bloom
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Christmas on Park Street
By Musafir

A short stop from
Flury’s was Trinca’s
night club. I
remember the
enthusiastic band and
the lead singer playing
‘Lipstick on Your
Collar.’ Those of you
who remember,
Connie Francis was
the heart throb of the
music world then.
James insisted that I
must visit Moulin
Rouge where the
beautiful young singer was rendering,
“Shheshe se pi, jee diwane” a
Bollywood number that meant Drink
you romantic and live your life.

I have not visited Calcutta or Park
Street since my last visit there in the
late eighties, but my friends tell me
that there is no place like this place
during Christmas even today.
Everyone joins the season´s spirit.
Even non-Christians buy cakes and
bonbons and decorate Christmas
trees.
I want to visit Park
Street someday again.
Christmas always
“takes me down
memory lane, to a
time very much
younger, a time more
pure, more sane.”
Meanwhile, “If you
cannot hold me in
your arms, then hold
my memory in high
regard. And if I cannot
be in your life, then at
least let me live in
your heart.”
Merry Christmas and a happy New
Year!
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Home to some of the city’s famous
fine dining restaurants, cafes,
bookstores and other places of
attractions, Park Street was a warm
haven of celebration and smiles.
Restaurants like Trincas, Flurry’s, and
Moulin Rouge were Calcutta’s prime
festive hideouts. Adding to that were
the brightly lit buildings and the
entire faux roof of the street, all of
which combined to make Park Street
a bright, sparkling dream world – the
epicenter of Christmas in Calcutta.

Christmas is a festival of fellowship
and warmth, of carols and cakes, and
of gratitude and love. Park Street
caught this spirit beautifully, and
everyone was feeling it in the air
together. Park Street appeared at her
beautiful best, like the locket in the
necklace Calcutta wore to dress up
for Christmas.
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eclectic collection of great
restaurants. I can’t forget eating cake
and sipping Darjeeling tea at Flurry’s,
a world class cake and pastry shop.

Women’s World

by Musafir

Coming to America, I noticed that the
Americans don’t accept favors without
reciprocating. They don’t need anyone’s
favor for fulfilling their daily obligations in
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We have all sought or accepted favors from
others sometimes in our life. Whenever we
take a favor from someone, we lose, at
least, some of our self-respect and sell a
part of our soul to the person doing the
favor unless and until the favor is reciprocal

and immediate. I think it all comes down to
empowerment. By taking favor we
empower the giver to take control of our
life to some extent depending upon the
level of favor received. Seeking favors is
very common in the old country where I
come from. People live a life of humiliation
and subjugation to the powerful who can
bestow favors on the weak. Favors are
needed there at every step of daily life
whether it is getting an income tax
certificate or obtaining driver’s license or
getting death benefits. At least that’s the
way it used to be when I was growing up
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I got a week off recently due to illness and
hospitalization to spend time with myself,
which is always a wonderfully centering
experience for me. I love my alone time. I
took the time to introspect about some
relationships in my life. Lately I have been
thinking a lot about accepting favors and its
consequences. Asking favor gives rise to
interpersonal maneuvering, jockeying over
who owns what to whom. It is the
beginning of a social contract setting up a
power relationship.

Now I avoid favors from anybody including
my friends, siblings or children. Should this
become unavoidable or seem disrespectful
to deny, I always make sure to reciprocate
in kind or cash. As I mentioned above,
taking favor empowers the giver to deride
the taker. It has happened to me in the
past. I have often noticed sudden rudeness
and disdain in the attitude of the favorgiver. Having to ask for favors puts you in a
weak position. You expose a deficit (which
the favor is supposed to fix) and you
empower the other party to make a yes-no
decision. Either way the other party comes
out stronger and looks down upon you as a
weaker person. The taker owes a debt
of gratitude and the burden of future
reciprocation. Awareness of this debt keeps

There are some favors that cannot be
avoided, returned or reciprocated. When a
child is born, he/she has no other means to
survive but depending on parent’s or
caretaker’s mercy. One has to accept that
this kind of favor cannot be repaid. A
human being is born indebted to his
parents/caretaker as they have propagated
their lineage and are the cause for birth.
According to Hinduism, “Pitri-rin” (debt to
parents) cannot be repaid. Your parents
brought you into this world, protected you
when you were weak and frail, fed you,
clothed you, taught you, and even tolerated
you. So, how is this debt repaid? Therefore,
we should be always respectful and humble
to our parents/care-givers.
I have felt that self-reliance is an important
source of strength and energy. It keeps e
me in high spirit. It gives me courage to do
anything. A man with self-reliance is bound
to overcome the difficulties. He is never
fazed in the face of any difficult situation.
He is ready to do whatever is assigned to
him. He is honored everywhere. Selfreliance should be the guiding principle of
our life, ideals, and aspirations. I don’t want
any puppet strings trailing behind me. It has
taken great courage and a lot of practice to
learn how to take it off and let my selfworth stand on its own.
“Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—
I took the one that dared me to try,
And that has made all the difference.” –
Frost (Road Not Taken)
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Later I found out that this came to them
(the Americans) from their Christian value:
“But Jacob insisted, "No, if I have found
favor with you, please accept this gift from
me. And what a relief to see your friendly
smile. It is like seeing the face of God!” Genesis 33:10.

many people from asking for favors in the
first place, if they can at all avoid it.
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the first place. The Americans, invariably, go
Dutch when having a meal in the
restaurants. Whenever I bought coffee for
them, they returned the favor immediately
or the next day. They don’t take ride
without sharing the cost. I remember when
I bought my first car, Mark, a neighbor of
mine and then my co-worker in Indiana
wanted to share ride to work with me.
Coming from the old country, I gave him the
ride the first day. He insisted that it was his
turn to give me a ride to work the next
morning. When I declined the offer, he
filled the gas in my car and said, “I did my
part.” He never asked for a ride again.

Indra’s Net
Author: Rajiv Malhotra
Publisher: HarperCollins (375 pages)

1. Indra’s Net: Indra’s Net is mentioned in
Atharvaveda (Vedas are the oldest scriptures of
Hinduism). It states that everything living or
nonliving in the cosmos is connected with each
other in an infinite web with no beginning and
no end. At each node of the net is a jewel, so
arranged that every jewel reflects all the other
jewels. Thus everything and everyone in the
cosmos is interconnected and interdependent
on everything else.
The fact that all nodes are simply a reflection of
all others implies the illusory nature of all
appearances. Appearances are thus not reality
but a reflection of reality.
Whatever we do to one jewel will affect all
other jewels including ourselves. If we do harm
to others, we will also be harmed. Similarly, if
we remain kind to others, it will have an infinite
ripple effect affecting all the jewels in the
cosmos. Indra’s Net touches every jewel, every
person in existence.
2. Fallacy in the Western representation of neoHinduism: Unfortunately the modern followers
of Hinduism seem to be affected by the
Western interpretation of their religion which
has many fallacies.
According to Malhotra, the first and the
foremost myth spread about modern Hinduism
by the Western philosophers is that Vivekanand
borrowed the ideas from Christianity in defining
neo-Hinduism.

I’d divide my review in two parts: 1. the concept
of Indra’s Net and 2. Fallacy in the Western
representation of neo-Hinduism.
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I had no concept of Indra’s Net before reading
this book of the same name written by Rajiv
Malhotra. This was recommended to me by my
nephew while I visited him last month (October
2018).

• India’s Optimum state is balkanization
• Colonial Indology’s biases were turned into
Hinduism
• Hinduism is manufactured and didn’t grow
organically
• Yogic experience is not valid path of enlighten
and tries to copy western science
• Western social ethics are incorporated as seva
and karma yoga
• Hinduism has no prior self-definition, unity
and coherence
• Hinduism is founded on oppression and
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Malhotra mentions 8 myths about Hinduism
propagated by western academia:

sustained by it
• Hinduism presumes sameness in all religions.
In essence, the Western academicians have
tried to spread the notion that modern
Hinduism is an experimental result of
colonization and it has nothing to do with
ancient Hinduism. It is important for all Hindus
to understand this fallacy which is against
ancient ideology of their religion. –Reviewed by
Musafir

she writes. Though defiant, she is always
respectful to those (including her father) who
wanted to keep her bounded by archaic and
cruel tradition.

The American Language
Author: HL Mencken (1917)

Educated
Author: Tara Westover
Published by Random House (335 pp)

I was mostly interested in the chapters where
he compared the British English with American
English. Mencken believed that American
English was superior to British English. He
observed that even the Englishmen favored
American English over their own.
However, Mencken also stated “that no such
thing as an American variety of English existed –
that the differences I constantly encountered in
English, and that my English friends
encountered in American, were chiefly
imaginary”.
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Westover who is only 32 years old has
described her odyssey that is daring and
inspirational. “Part of me will always believe
that my father’s words ought to be my own,”

Since I find linguistics fascinating, so I was
attracted to attempt to read, “The American
Language” by H L Mencken (published in 1917).
To confess, I am not a philologist nor do I have
the stomach to digest the entire book. I read a
few chapters only and found it both enriching
and fascinating.
To introduce Mencken, he was a patriot and a
master of American prose. ” In his day,
Mencken was as influential in the US as George
Bernard Shaw in Britain.” (Wall Street Journal).
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I chose to read Tara
Westover’s memoir,
“Educated” since I
was looking for a
quick read and also
because the title of
the book enticed me.
Fortunately, I was not
disappointed.
Many of us, especially
women, are forced to
conform to tradition.
Many parents all over
the world subscribe to a paranoid patchwork of
beliefs beyond practicality or pragmatism.
Westover was the youngest daughter of a
fundamentalist Mormon in Idaho. Her father
was determined to keep her secluded against
modern world in a very crude manner.
Westover was not sent to school, but for
Westover suffocating tradition and succumbing
to her father’s idiosyncrasy was not an option.
She was determined to be liberated from the
morbid clutches of her clan. She taught herself
enough to take the ACT and enter Brigham
Young University at 17. She went on to
Cambridge University for a doctorate in history.

President Trump’s Foreign Policy
by Musafir
There is a constant criticism of Trump’s foreign
policy by media and ultra-liberals. They constantly
remind us that his policies are not moral and
ethical. Whether it’s the trade dispute with China,
his pushing North Korea to scuttle its nukes or his
demand that NATO members spend more on
defense, the headlines sound the same: “Trump
inflames. . . Trump escalates . . . Trump doubles
down . . . Trump risks . . .”

billions to buy energy from Russia. In reality, the
European Union has agreed to buy more energy
from America and NATO Secretary General Jens
Stoltenberg has credited Trump for pushing a
“clear message” that members need to speed up
defense hikes. He said Trump’s effort led to higher
spending this year. We should also keep in mind
that the European countries paid billions to
America in past due amount.

We forget to realize that “politics
is a slippery ground; they that
wish to walk on this ground must
walk with due care.” Those who
demand ethics and morality in
foreign affairs should realize that
we are dealing with brute forces
and nasty intentions of our
enemies and allies alike who don’t
care about morality and ethics
when it comes to their ‘pound of
flesh.’ They look for opportunities
to take advantage of us and beat
us if we are not careful in dealing with them. Busy
attacking Trump, the critics also ignore the fact
that his efforts are bearing fruit.

Machiavelli wrote The Prince to
serve as a handbook for rulers
where he claims explicitly that he
is not interested in talking about
ideal republics or imaginary
utopias, as many of his
predecessors had done: “There is
such a gap between how one lives
and how one should live that he
who neglects what is being done
for what should be done will learn
his destruction rather than his
preservation.”

The critics often comment about his European
policy by blaming that Trump is tearing the NATO
alliance apart by publicly airing dirty laundry,
including his blast at Germany for spending

Jawaharlal Nehru, then prime minister of India
was an idealist. He wanted to deal with India’s
neighbor, China on moral grounds. He even
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Though he is viewed by his critics as a jingoist, the
chances of war with North Korea have diminished.
There are no more missile testing or firing them
across the Sea of Japan by Kim Jong–un anymore.
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We cannot judge the consequence of foreign
policies on a day to day basis. It takes time for
actions of a leader to materialize. The fact is that
in almost two years of his presidency, the world
hasn’t ended and since we’re not dead yet, I
humbly suggest it’s time to take a deep breath
and consider the other side of the story.

The Art of War was written by the Chinese
strategist Sun Tzu in 500 B.C., and is still
considered a gospel for war and strategic thinking
in organizations and politics around the globe. His
analysis is that success very simply is advancing
our position, improving our market share, if you
will, while avoiding costly direct conflicts. By using
strategy, as opposed to brute force, we can
advance our position in such a way that people do
not want to attack us and, ideally want to join us.
In warfare and marketing, this means finding
openings where we can go around the
competitors rather than battling them directly.
That’s how Mr. Trump keeps on baffling China,
Korea, EU, Canada and Mexico.

accepted China’s claim on Tibet to keep peace in
the region. The Chinese ran up to the 1962 SinoIndia war. The war remains one of the most
humiliating defeats for India that affected the
Indian morale and damaged India's efforts to
present itself as an emerging power. China
considered India to be a long term threat and the
Chinese leadership wanted to deliver a major
blow to India's political and military leadership,
and demonstrate its big power status. Later, the
Chinese President was heard saying: "The attack
had taught India a lesson and that for future
Nehru and the Indians must be taught that they
cannot change the border status quo by force.
Ironically, India’s greatest political thinker,
Chanakya (23 BC) had a different idea. He
suggested four principles while dealings in politics,
namely, 'Sama', ‘dama’, 'bheda' and 'danda

(meaning conciliation, bribing, division and
punishment respectively - Chanakya’s
Arthshastra). Though Mr. Trump is often criticized
as an unstable leader by his critics for changing his
behavior from considerate to ruthless towards the
leaders of other countries, we fail to realize that
different situations and circumstances require
different treatments. Mr. Trump demonstrates
this quite well in his dealing with other nations.
Media and ultra-liberals who oppose anything
that Mr. Trump embarks on and whose only
motto is to get rid of Trump by hook or crook
should understand that there is a way to get rid of
him. That is called the presidential election.
Meanwhile, let him do his job and let us do ours.

Homeless
By Ahsokkumar Lal
I, Me
I am insane
I am crazy
Don't yell at me
I may be a bum
But I am not Lazy
I work very hard
Doing things that should not be done
I go hungry for days
Drink water which is taken by no one
I walk on street all night
Under lights that shine bright
Pockets empty and with hole
Shoes tardy ,with torn sole
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Yes America, New AmericaShining
America, Upward mobile America
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Homeless, yes I'm homeless
Entire country I call my home
Layoffs have laid my body bare
It's so unkempt, people don't like to stare

Top Mental News of 2018
Niru Prasad, MD
The Opioid Epidemic





THERE WAS A LACK OF AWARENESS REGARDING THE DANGERS OF
OPIOIDS.
THERE WAS A LACK OF REGULATION REGARDING PRESCRIBING THESE
MEDICATIONS. (METRO-DETROIT FBI/DEA RAIDED TO THREE PAIN CLINICS RESPONSIBLE
FOR 13 MILLION PRESCRIPTIONS.
 BIG PHARMA MISLEAD DOCTORS INTO THINKING THESE MEDICATIONS WERE NOT
ADDICTIVE.
 THERE WAS A LACK OF ALTERNATIVE MEDICATIONS TO ADDRESS PAIN ISSUES. (OPIOID
CREAMS/CBD.)
 NUMBER OF OPIOID DEATH TRIPLED FROM 1999 TO 2016; KILLING 60K ANNUALLY.
The Medical Marijuana Movement









PSYCHOACTIVE IS The COMPOUND IN MARIJUANA
IT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE "HIGH" PEOPLE FEEL. THERE
THERE ARE TWO MAN-MADE DRUGS CALLED
DRONABINOL
(MARINOL) AND
NABILONE
(CESAMET) THAT ARE
SYNTHETIC FORMS OF THC. THEY ARE FDA-APPROVED TO PREVENT NAUSEA AND
VOMITING IN PEOPLE RECEIVING CHEMOTHERAPY.
 CBD OR CANNABIDIOL IS ANOTHER COMPOUND IN MARIJUANA THAT IS NOT
PSYCHOACTIVE.

Stop Bullying Now
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Over 3.2 million students are victims of bullying each year.
Approximately 160,000 teens skip school every day because
of bullying.
17% of American students report being bullied 2 to 3 times a
month or more within a school semester.
 Take a stand in your community by hosting a Bullying Policy Makeover event
customizing your school’s anti-bullying policy.
 1 in 4 teachers see nothing wrong with bullying and will only intervene 4% of the time.
 By age 14 less than 30% of boys and 40% of girls will talk to their peers about bullying.
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Mental Exercise
by David Beagan
Multiply
Use all the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 to fill in the boxes below to make a valid multiplication.

What Am I?
If you have me, you want to share me. If you share me, you haven't got me. What am I?
Checker Puzzler
You must move two coins to empty squares. When done, the four rows and four columns will contain an even
number of coins?

Odd Number
There is an odd number, Remove one letter and it is even. Name that number.
Land Division
Four children inherit a piece of property. In order to make final claim to the property, The will stipulates that it
must be divided into four identically shaped parcels. How can they do this if the property is shaped like the
following?

Answers
Multiply

Checker Puzzler
Here is one of many possible
solutions.

The number is seven, remove
the ‘s’.
Land Division
The land can be parceled up like
this.

Odd Number
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A secret.
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What Am I?

Whiling Away
by Anil Shrivastava 'Musafir'

Moving on I went to Guadalupe River State Park
near Bulverde TX. The area sits in the lap of
nature and is a delight to the eyes and ears
(chirping of beautiful birds). I forgot all my
worries looking at the turquoise colored river
flowing aside limestone rocks. I truly wandered
as a cloud that floated high over that limestone
hill.
Lo and behold! All of a sudden, I saw John
Newcombe’s Tennis Ranch. John Newcombe
really? I followed Newcombe (an Australian) in
the 60s and 70s.He was from the golden era of
tennis along with Rod Laver, Ken Rosewall,
Fred Stolle and Ramanathan Krishnan. How did
he decide to start a ranch 50 years ago (in 1968)
in New Braunfels TX? I decided to go inside
where I had a nice talk with Lisa, the manager of
the gift shop. Her husband is a coach at the
ranch. He was the 42nd ranked tennis player in
the world at his prime. Lisa’s daughter and
Ramesh Krishnan’s son (Ramesh is the son of
great Ramanathan Krishnan) studied together at
John Hopkins and were ladies’ and men’s
captains respectively.

One of the items on my bucket list is
to cover all the 50 states and their
capitals, so I decided to take a bus from Austin
(capital of Texas) to OK City (capital of
Oklahoma) with a change of bus in Dallas. That
nine hour bus ride was an eye opener. Only two
kinds of people seem to avail of the bus facility,
poor blacks and young white college girls (no
idea how the boys travel). Contrary to the
popular belief, the buses run on time.
Passengers, both black and white, young and
old are very courteous and they mind their own
business. The seats are equipped with 110V
outlets and free Wi-Fi. All the passengers were
decent, observed the rules and were very
considerate towards their co-passengers.
On coming back home, I turned on the cable
and read the pile of newspapers and magazines
to catch up with current events. I was shocked to
realize that the world was full of racists,
demagogues, jingoists and egoists. We are all
here to spread hatred towards each other. Every
action we take is full of micro aggression and
bias. Women are on streets to protest against
sexual harassment and abuse. I didn’t see any
of those in the real world when I reached and
touched both nature and humanity on my tour.
Which one is the true universe, the one I
travelled or the one that is created for me by the
media and politicians?
All in all, it was good for my health to slow down,
both physically and mentally. A calm mind leads
to a calm body. I don’t feel guilty for doing
nothing. I have to be strong in the face of social
conditioning and stare down the people who
look disapprovingly at society while I watch the
flowers or wander aimlessly down a country
lane. It’s well worth it.
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As fate would have it, I
happened to be in in Comal
County in the state of Texas.
There I saw, for the first time in my life, the origin
of a river. It comes out of an underground spring
gushing out of rocks in a pristine atmosphere.
The water is so clean and unpolluted that it
looks like a clear glass top. Comal River is one
of the shortest rivers in the world. The locals
affectionately call it the “longest shortest river.”
Comal River is only 2.5 miles long, a tributary to
Guadalupe River. “It was a phantom of delight
that gleamed upon my sight, a lovely apparition,
a moment’s ornament” (apology to William
Wordsworth).

Lisa has met all the tennis greats of today and
yester years and knows them personally. She
asked me to visit the ranch in October when all
the tennis greats of yesterday
including Laver and Newcombe will
gather there. For me, the visit was
like a kid going to the candy shop.
Lisa let me float around the tennis
courts where I happened to see the
current 19th ranked player
practicing his game.
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I have been absent for some time as I was
sitting on my hands idling away time. I love
random pleasures that make me smile no matter
what is going on in my life right
now. Sometimes we need to
stop, slow down and just do
nothing to get back in touch
with our true selves. I feel that
its’s cleansing of mind; some
call it unloading.

My Conversation with an Uber
Driver By Musafir

“Yes!” I get asked that question quite often
which defies all the norms of PC (political
correctness).
“I get many Indian customers. They don’t talk
much. They are always on their computers or
cell phones,” she remarked. That was a case of
blatant micro aggression, but I decided to
remain civil despite Hillary Clinton’s recent
suggestion.
“Yes, you are right. I come across many like
them too, especially in India. Ever been there?”
I asked.
“Yes, I go there very often to purge my mind
when I store too many stinkers and things to
gripe about. I go to Bihar where Buddha got his
enlightenment.”
“I am from there, but I trained my mind mostly
to be vindictive and quibbler. Are you a
Buddhist?” I asked to continue the
conversation.
“Yes, I am,” she answered.

“Buddhists believe in cause and effect which is
similar to Hindus’ concept of karma. We suffer
also because we constantly struggle to survive.
We are constantly trying to prove our existence.
We may be extremely humble and selfdeprecating, but even that is an attempt to
define ourselves. The harder we struggle to
establish ourselves and our relationships, the
more painful our experience becomes. “
“But cause and its effect will always be there.
They cannot be ended, no matter what,” I said.
“We believe that cause of suffering can be
ended. Our struggle to survive, our effort to
prove ourselves and solidify our relationships is
unnecessary. We, and the world, can get along
quite comfortably without all our unnecessary
posturing. We could just be a simple, direct and
straight-forward person. We could form a
simple relationship with our world, spouse and
friend.”
I wondered how she got divorced despite such a
pragmatism. “No matter what you do, misery is
a fact of life. How does Buddhism explain that?”
I was eager to know.
“We can end suffering through meditation.
Meditation is the practice of mindfulness and
awareness, we practice being mindful of all the
things that we use to torture ourselves with.
We become mindful by abandoning our
expectations about the way we think things
should be and, out of our mindfulness, we begin
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“From India?” She asked.

“You know that Buddha was a Hindu prince, so
how is Buddhism different from Hinduism?” I
was curious.
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On a recent visit to
Washington, D.C. area I took an Uber ride to the
Ronald Reagan (National) airport in
Washington, D.C. Nihili was a middle aged
Sinhalese female - quite genial and loquacious.
She drove me to the airport from Germantown,
Maryland. It hardly took me any time to realize
that she was divorced, had two grownup sons
and she owned a small townhouse in Colombo
(capital of Sri Lanka) where she goes to
vegetate every winter.

“Sri Lanka is a very small country. We are just a
dot in the ocean. Our population is less than the
population of Mumbai, the largest Indian city.
The Tamils want to divide our country and be
independent. You tell me, how would the
Indians feel about losing Kashmir, the Punjab,
Meghalaya and Mizoram? Moreover, if you live
in a country, you should believe in assimilation
rather than exclusion.”
Sensing that things were getting sensitive, I
tried to change the topic. I asked, “Do you guys
think that the evil king Ravana existed and Lord
Rama killed him to get his wife, Sita back?”
“Yes, Ravana and Rama really existed. By the
way,

Ravana was our king and he was a noble and
learned person. Rama was the evil king of
India,” she shocked me with her blasphemous
statement.

“You know that Rama’s evil brother Lakshmana
cut Ravana’s sister’s nose? How would you feel,
if someone cuts your sister’s nose? Our king
was so powerful that he came to India and
abducted Sita as revenge.”
“But you shouldn’t steal someone’s wife.”
“That was just to make a statement. Ravana
was so noble that he never ever touched Sita.
He kept her in a special palace in a beautiful
garden. You can still visit that garden. It is there
as a tourist site, she explained to me.”
“So you think that Rama and Hanumana really
crossed the sea with their army?”
“Yes, the distance between Dhanushkoti (the
southernmost part of India) to the Sri Lankan
shore is only 20 miles. I have visited the point.
The ocean is very shallow there many sand
dunes that can be stepped upon depending
upon the ocean current. Not only have that,
one can easily traveled by boat to the two
points.”

“That’s amazing.”

“Come on! I am a Hindu. You are offending me.”

“If you want you can accompany me to Sri
Lanka. I am going there next month. I can take
you to Sita’s place and to the sand dune
bridge,” she offered.

“Alright, tell me why did Ravana abducted
Sita?” She questioned.

“No thanks! My wife won’t like that,” I replied.

“And know what? Hanumana was not a
monkey. He was an ugly aboriginal, so the
Indians called him monkey. They were so
cruel!”

Her strange strutting was giving painful jolts to
my mind and guts. We arrived at the
airport.“Nice talking to you.” I said.She winked
in triumph.
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Probably, by handle she meant end. I was a
little confused. “That’s wonderful. If the
Buddhists are so enlightened, why is there a
fight going on between the Tamils and you?”

“I know, but I am interested in knowing your
point of view.”
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to develop awareness about the way things
really are. We begin to develop the insight that
things are really quite simple, that we can
handle ourselves, and our relationships, very
well as soon as we stop being so manipulative
and complex.”

